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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We have kind of an important sequence of events here. Sun moving into Aquarius with the
opportunity to really accelerate the Aquarian Age ideals. We have the Moon coming up very, very
full in the sign of Leo which is going to exaggerate that a bit.
We have Venus moving into Capricorn which puts a kind of determined energy with the Love
vibration and all that power of the Full Moon. So I think it’s going to be a very interesting Full Moon
and that’s on January 23.

And then finally on January 25 we have Mercury going direct but it does take a while to sort of
come back out of its retrograde, so that doesn’t mean that’s the day that communications will be
all clear but will be getting clearer. And generally speaking this Mercury retrograde has been one
that allows you to slow down and think things through and that’s one of the more beneficial ones.
So my topic here is “Living as Love” because that Venus energy is going to be strong and I would
just do your best to embody the energies of Venus and the strength of Capricorn together. Really
move that energy forward as much as you can so you’re determination is to “Live as Love”.
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you.
Djwhal Khul
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About Reverend Terri:
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